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Problems are not emphatic but solutions are emphatic to 
generate leaders for long service for the nation. No men’s island is 
not left for living because we live with society and create technology 
for our comfort and to travel more toward ease of doing work.

So we have to work in teams and leaders are required, 
technological leaders not only create but generate demand for 
technology through their training skills and field approach. 
Employment is result oriented, so students are asked for the result 
to develop employable skills.

Solar technology promotion is an energy solution to support 
unconditional energy during work as it is a renewable source of 
energy. Computer Science and Technology, artificial intelligence 
and data science should solar energy production more as it is 
supporting other fields of life.

Statistics are in demand for solutions that create decision-
making and create conclusions but machine learning can not 
survive without statistics. Research Methodology emphasises, 
what to do with observations, a system that allows earning 
research. The hypothesis is that observation which can show a 
peak of observation. The experiment comes after the observation 
but the laboratory also takes its shape after observational demand.

Experimenting with data science was the beginning of statistical 
models for programming and science now there is software that is 
data-demanding and takes all statistical results front intelligence 
depending on how strong our programming languages are in 
the form of inbuilt library functions and how much they are 
typecasting strong. Sound-to-text conversion should be easy to 
program as sounds are more recordable these days.

Knowledge engineering does not start from data only but 
also rules building and rule application knowledge. Application 
is earning or not that helps your research paper is popular with 
readers or not, I found if it is helpful for me, others may also like 
it. Rules are publicly driven so use such if-else that can make you 
a leader in public. Your capabilities are somebody utility, read this 
knowledge of esteemed authors in the coming issue of the journal.

Build organisational behaviour by doing everything from 
forecast to inventory, like from marketing to financial management, 
in the same way, this issue of the journal is covering all reputed 
fields of research. So knowledge should be complete for success, 
for organisation success parameters, are predefined but the gods of 
the organisation can create any version of products and in the same 
way, researchers are writing their research work.

This is for children, software and research also happen for kids 
and school-going children to codify children’s psychology starts 
from their school books, we can not change school books because it 
depends on educational boards but our software and research can 
teach them school education on their technology in hand because 
after coronavirus scenarios we need more safety towards health, 
so stay safe and feel healthy during a read of issues of the journal, 
these are hopes of life, thank you very much. I wish great success 
to all respected authors in their all endeavours and also to readers.
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